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Activity 3 of 5:  What are the differences and similarities between classroom 
teaching and a conference such as ISSOTL with respect to student or conference 
attendee learning? 
 
N = 25 forms completed 
 
Similarities: 
 

• Both “experiential,” active and interactive; provide opportunities for “comparing 
notes” among learners; help learners reflect on what they learned and how to 
proceed from here 

• Report to hierarchy 
• Reflection 
• Connections 
• Application  
• Collegial dialogue 
• Discourse 
• Death by PowerPoint (bullets per minute) 
• Information overload 
• Counting coup 
• Networking 
• Social chat time 

 
• Must listen, take notes; use modalities- listen, think, communicate, think again, 

and do the next thing. 
 
• Students come prepared with a common text/info/background; in a classroom we 

are concerned with learning; in the classroom we “water down” to make 
information accessible  

 
• Reflections; discourse 
 
• Interaction makes things go better and produces deeper learning; it is better if 

some thought goes into the planning process! 
 
• Too many “boring” presentations by colleagues or teachers; chat among peers is 

often more enlightening and provides a better space to move ideas forward than 
the formal learning opportunities 

 
• I teach in French; my students have French as a second language (the conferences 

is in English; English is my second language) meaning I can identify with some of 



their difficulties; it is the end of the day and I am tired; so are my students at 
8.30am 

 
• Moderate expectations and curiosity; there is a “creditable” outcome 
 
• Similar thinking, networking applied 
 
• Power point used to organize and move the talk forward; scholarly 

citation/literary review; there is not much processing time (move from one session 
to the next with little time in between); expectations 

 
• Lecturers; presenting new knowledge; power point; lack of interaction in some 

sessions 
 
• Presentation by power point; enthusiasm kills dialogue; sitting at table reading 

and writing 
 
• Content to share; boring; at end of the day we are exhausted; chat amongst peers 

and hallway conversations are rich; learning outside class is relevant 
 
• Both conferences and classroom teaching can be “information overload” ; as a 

conference attendee and classroom learner I am seeking the latest developments 
in the field presented in a way that can be easily understood 

 
• You learn in both environments 
 
• At a conference like this, I want to hear many points of view as well as the 

knowledge and expertise of others who know more than I do—and to have the 
chance to acquire knowledge/discuss question issues and come to some 
conclusions for myself; I want the same for my students. 

 
• Experts available; themed; time on topic 
 
• Interactive discourse; interest in subject; fun /challenging connections 
 
• Network/collaborate; challenged ideas, homework, gain understanding  
 
• Lots of lectures; limited interaction in formal sessions; connecting new 

information to existing knowledge 
 
• Our needs as learners for time to reflect and digest, for respect for our existing 

knowledge, for safety are the same, but you often don’t find them; people attend 
for a variety of reasons 

 
• We choose to come; set period of time; disjointed; different amount of time to 

develop connection; different needs of learners; competitiveness by showing up; 



better if some thought goes into planning process (if not, can result in fragmented 
learning process); don’t see ‘constructive learning’ 

 
• Curiosity of learner; experts are available; similar times; themes; ‘death by power 

point’, a workshop-style class and a workshop model in a conference have similar 
pedagogy; make prior knowledge connections 

 
• Planned and presented by presenters/teachers; learning that occurs depends on 

student’s readiness to learn on the cognitive level they at to be receptive to 
stimulus 

 
 
Differences: 

• Conferences are very rarely “experiential,” active and interactive; they are 
isolated from group members 

• Marks / no marks 

• Continuum of themes over time (semester) in courses 

• Choices at conferences 

• Clear objectives for students 

• Conferences open to self direction 

• Not a course; the modeled theory, practice, isolation and quickly develop support 

• Conference presumes no such preparation; conferences are concerned with 
presenting and covering; conferences include showing off, jargon, scholarly 
standards; academics think of themselves as not needing active learning  

• Choice in conferences; attendees are more engaged and participate because of the 
choice to be in the session; attendees are responsible for finding something 
relevant to out own work; collaboration with students and work, and conferences 
with research partners 

• Presenter may want comments from audience at a conferences; conferences are 
more peer to peer 

• At a conferences peers maybe more willing to see conversation or issues implicit 
to them ; no unchallenged authorities at conferences 

• I am here because I want to be, I will pay more attention and learn better; I have 
some background knowledge about the subject that we are going to talk/think 



about  (not always the case in my students); there is no exam; between peers; no 
authority relationships 

• Level of diversity; ethnicity/interesting/knowledge of subject area 

• Specific curriculum/outcomes; self directed; formal and informal 

• At most conferences we the participants (faculty) are passive learners (most of the 
time) 

• Peer learning; opportunity to network; opportunities to interact in workshops; 
refreshments provided!; taking responsibilities for own learning 

• Peer learning; immediate feedback; inside and outside the classroom; an ‘eye’ on 
relevance/choice; no exams/marking; dialogue 

• I don’t lecture or use power point much; a conference is a “lecture”; we connect 
sessions in ways students probably don’t do with their classes; we’re peer 
learning; less power differences; immediate feedback via Q and A; we choose to 
go where we want; no exams; conferences consist of tried pedagogy, model hasn’t 
been challenged in the same way that classroom learning has; needs of learners 
for reflecting, respect, safety 

• As a conference attendee I choose to come here (I am already a motivated learner) 
versus a student does not always have that choice 

• Classes are assessed, conferences aren’t; groups of classes make a stream, free to 
change streams at will at a conference; longer term horizon in classes, a few days 
horizon for conferences; in a class the teacher is the superior, the teacher is the 
peer in a conference; class you buy your own food, food is supplied at a 
conference 

• Conferences have more interaction; easier to choose/leave; conferences are more 
intense and there is a greater variety; all have different backgrounds 

• Basic knowledge; no previous information, whereas conferences attendees do 

• Assessment, freedom? Choice? Motivation? Intrinsic/career 

• Conferences: lots of discussion informally; reformation of own practice; lacks 
strong focus; lacks assessment dimension 

• We often come to conferences as advanced learners who are sometimes also 
teachers; our undergraduates may be novice learners; we have great experience 
with certain aspects of learning and our students may not know how to update 
their learning. 



• In a conference the assumption is that attendees fit into bigger streams, but there 
are individual capsules too (in classes too?); it is about the ego; there is a level of 
expected knowledge; Often we lose/forget about good learning; often what 
happens ‘outside’ is more important for long term impact; it is expected that the 
attendee with make connections; there are no final assessments; finding answers 
to my questions; there is a power hierarchy- peers versus student/teacher; death by 
power point; students are more supported about what to learn; less self-directed; 
The average ages are different; feeling of control, free will and choice, 
motivation: 

• Conferences are less active; there is not enough ‘learner’ engagement; less 
assessments at conferences; at conferences there is more spontaneous messy 
nonlinear learning; there are more choices (pedagogy); expert learners versus 
novices (power hierarchy); contexts for learning-college versus choosing 
profession 

• We as seasoned conference attendees might use the sessions as springboards for 
applications rather than student’s as direct recipients; we have choices in what we 
go to or take part in; students usually don't 

 
Other: 

• Conferences that I go to tend to be didactic and transmission oriented, but 
depending on the speaker, that is occasionally fine with me. But I’m also not 
always sure what I learn at conferences anyways, especially if I can’t relate 
conferences presentations to my own knowledge or previous content 

 


